Remote-support to optimize the
effectiveness of your Vorne XL™
Productivity Appliances

XL Config Review Program
1-10 Vorne XL Units
Our Process

The Challenge
You are focused on your plant’s operations and need help getting results. Fast!
You have installed and are using Vorne XL Productivity Appliances. You need help with
how they are configured because you are trying to fix a specific issue or you feel that
they could be optimized. You know there can be a better way, and don’t have the
time to analyze each configuration.

The Solution
The XL Appliance is designed so that your team can deploy it quickly and easily, so why
would you want an XL Deployment Expert to visit your site? When you want to get
outstanding results. Fast.
XL Configuration Review Program is a remote service with a couple of follow up calls
with an experienced XL Deployment partner who will work closely with your team to
analyze and compare XL configurations which help to identify any inconsistencies so
that you can make informed decisions to optimize your Vorne XL investment.
1-hour conference call to understand your high-level process and gain
understanding of the specific Vorne XL problems that you need help with.
Provide us with your XL configuration files
We will review and document your configuration files and make
recommendations with screen shots to solve the problem(s).
1-hour follow-up conference call explaining the solution and work with you
to implement it. Providing you with the confidence that you understand
your Vorne XL configurations. (We do not update your configuration and
send it back to you)

1. XL Config Analyzer Tool:
Import each of your config
files into our proprietary XL
Config Analyzer Tool.
2. Analyze Configs:
Compare configurations
between each XL highlighting the differences
in an easy to read format.
3. Identify & Recommend
Changes:
A process map of the XL
programs showing current
problem and recommended
fix. These are tested in our
labs to ensure they work.
4. Documented
Configurations
We deliver an easy to read
document for each of your XL
Configurations.

“XL Config Review Program”
saves you time so that you
can focus on your plant’s
operations.

Audience
Experienced Vorne XL user responsible for programming the units.

Price
Cost: $995
All Vorne XL Deployment Experts are experienced manufacturing professionals with genuine
hands-on experience running and improving manufacturing processes who have completed
extensive training and verification by Vetii|GROUP and Vorne Industries.
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Contact Us Now:
info@vetiigroup.com

